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“Ansley is an extremely hard worker, and she is self-motivated,” says Furman tennis coach Debbie Southern. “We’ve had a handful of players at Furman as highly ranked as Ansley, but she is the whole package.”

Speaks, Freely

**Ansley Speaks ’17** was invited to a tennis birthday party at age eight.

*She hasn’t stopped since.*

By Vince Moore

It took a while for young Ansley Speaks ’17 to find her sport. She enjoyed gymnastics, swimming, and basketball well enough, and she tolerated soccer to the extent she could avoid the tightly packed, ball-kicking scrums that are the hallmark of youth leagues. Because even at a young age, Speaks understood her personal space was more important than victory at any cost.

“It would drive my Dad crazy, but I would just hang around outside the area where all the kids were trying to kick the ball,” she says. “I didn’t like the contact. I didn’t want to be in that mess.”

But at the age of eight, Speaks was invited to a tennis birthday party. “From the beginning, I loved everything about [it],” she says. Tennis was fun, challenging; it required a lot of running. And playing on a surface where the boundary lines are clearly marked and opponents stayed on their side of the net gave...
Speaks, who grew up in Simpsonville, South Carolina, was playing in tournaments by the time she was 10, and she was among the best female players in the state when she reached high school.

her all the personal space she needed.

Speaks, who grew up in Simpsonville, was playing in tournaments by the time she was 10, and she was among the best female players in South Carolina when she reached Mauldin High School. In addition to being a high school All-American and leading her Mauldin team to three state championships, she won four state singles championships and was named South Carolina High School Player of the Year for four times.

If being a five-star recruit ranked as high as number 19 in the country wasn’t incentive enough for college coaches to come calling, her academic pedigree was equally impressive. She was a national AP scholar and National Honor Society member who ranked third in her graduating class at Mauldin.

“I didn’t want to attend a big school, so it came down to choosing between Furman and William & Mary,” Speaks says. “In the end, I just felt more at home at Furman, and I knew what a great academic program the school had.”

The Paladins opened their 2015 spring season in late January, and Speaks says she would like to break into the ITA national rankings (which feature the top 125 players in the country), reach the NCAA tournament (both individually and as a team), and become an All-American. Southern, for one, wouldn’t bet against that happening.

“Ansley is an extremely hard worker and she is self-motivated,” she says. “She’s a solid player who rarely misses and that is how she beats people. If she continues at the rate she is going, she’ll be among the very best we’ve had.”
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I came into Furman with a chip on my shoulder. I think it was because some people may view a place like Furman as less than an Ivy League school. But that chip on my shoulder motivated me, in my classes and when playing baseball against Clemson or the University of South Carolina—schools where some people don’t expect us to do well.

Furman is an environment where anything is possible, but that also means the experience here comes with an always present notion to improve. People demand the best from one another here.

Take the Business Block course, which I enrolled in this past fall. It’s a semester-long experience that consists of two classes of two hours each—8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.—every day. You get into groups of four or five and study marketing, accounting, finance, and operations management. You write a 75-page analysis of the company you’re given (ours was CVS), and recommend what they might consider doing in the future.

That course not only strengthened my abilities to work as a part of a team, but I think we were also exposed to the next level of our potential as aspiring business leaders. For me, I realized how afraid people my age can be to network, to ask for help from people who know more.

Maybe this is that chip on my shoulder again, but I feel like now I can approach anyone—a potential employer, a mentor, whomever—and say, I’m just as competitive and motivated as the next guy. More so.

What I’ve realized is that, at Furman, growing as a whole person is not only expected, it’s inevitable.
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